Furniture Industry

Fabric Covering

The integration of audio systems in
household furnitures is gaining more and
more in importance so that our acoustic
textiles are increasingly used here. Because receivers, amplifiers and DVD or
blue ray players are also integrated in
cabinets we offer fabrics which are distinguished in addition to their high acoustic
quality by
ultrasonic
and infrared transmittance.

In a special
department we
cover grilles,
frames and
panels made of
plastic, metal
or wood with
fabric.

How to find us
STUTTGART

of different furnitures and furniture parts
with fabrics.
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Also in this area roma offers the covering
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For the covering we use
three techniques:
•

In the area of interior design we offer
sound-absorbing fabrics which are used
for the covering of sound absorbers, partition walls, mobile screens, shelf walls,
acoustic cabins or acoustic niches.
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Thus, we can meet
all customer requirements on the
individual manual
prototype and small
batch production
to industrial mass
production.

Glueing with special
adhesives
Welding by hot
stamps
Ultrasonic welding

Meßstetten

ALBSTADT

roma-Strickstoff-Fabrik
Rolf Mayer GmbH & Co. KG
Hertenwinkelstr. 25
D-72336 Balingen

Phone:
Fax:
E-Mail:

+49/(0)7433/26029-0
+49/(0)7433/26029-25
info@roma-strickstoffe.de

contact person:
Jürgen Reichart

Acoustic
Textiles

Company

Acoustic Textiles

Consumer Electronics

Automotive Industry

The company „roma-knitted-fabrics“ has
been founded in 1958. The base of the
company success is the consequent customer orientation, the competent technical
advisement and the reliable customer
service. The permanent improvement of
all business fields including processes
and personal is resulting in high quality
products which satisfy the needs of our
customers.

In the area of technical
textiles roma develops
and produces acoustic fabrics which are
characterized by a very
good sound permeability and by a simultaneous view density. Our
customers can
choose between different designs, structures
and colours from our
fabric collection of 200
acoustic textiles. Beyond this we offer our
customers to develop
new fabric qualities
together with them
and according to their
wishes.

In the field of
consumer electronics the acoustic textiles of
roma are used
for the covering
of loudspeaker grilles and
frames of sound
systems and
televison sets.
The leading producers of loudspeakers and
televison sets in
Europe are our
customers.

For the automotive industry roma produces fabrics for the interior of cars which
fulfill the high quality requirements of this
branche especially the high
color and light
fastnesses. Our
fabrics are used
for the cloth
covering of different parts of car
interiors such as door side panels, pillars,
rear shelves or headliners.

roma is specialised on the
production of
synthetic fabrics and has a
modern machinery with 40
circular knitting
machines, single-unit- and double-cylinder
machines, Jacquard- and Minijacquardmachines up to full electronic machines.
The product
areas are on the
one hand knitted
fabrics for ladies
wear and work
wear and on
the other hand
technical textiles mainly for the automotive
industry, consumer electronics and interior
design. In the area of technical textiles we
offer as additional service the covering of
grilles, frames and panels made of plastic,
metal or wood with our fabrics.

roma also offers
sound absorbing
fabrics. We can realize your wishes of
graphical design.

Besides the production and delivery of
fabrics we also offer the covering of loudspeaker grilles with our fabrics, the assembling and
testing of
loudspeakers and
the total
assembling
of dolbysuround
systems.

In the automotive
industry our
acoustic
textiles are
used for the
covering of
loudspeaker grilles in dashboards, doors,
center consoles, pillars and rear shelves.
Our customers in this area are on the
one hand the leading German automotive
manufacturers and
on the other hand
leading European
automotive components suppliers.
Also here we do
the covering of the
loudspeaker grilles
with our fabrics.

